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Response from the James Hutton Institute by Prof Glenn Iason, Drs Scott Newey 
and Justin Irvine and Prof Lucy Gilbert to the invitation to comment, received from 
Scottish Parliament Petitions Committee on 14th September 2017. 

We thank the Public Petitions committee for the opportunity to comment on 
petition number PE01664 entitled ‘Greater Protection of Mountain Hares’.  In 
our comments, we consider only the scientific and conservation aspects of the 
rationale, and the consequences of the proposed actions.  

In summary: The crux of the petition’s call for a three year moratorium on all killing 
of mountain hares rests on demonstrating that mountain hare numbers are declining. 
The evidence available shows declines in mountain hare numbers since the 1990s, 
but also indicates a recent recovery in numbers. Comparison with the 1990s 
population is relevant as it forms the baseline for comparison against which the 
Scottish Government is responsible to ensure favourable conservation status. The 
petition attributes causality of any decline to climate change, land use change or 
persecution. Although we agree that these factors would be likely to drive population 
change, the evidence is tenuous. Land use by managing heather moorland for red 
grouse concomitantly favours high densities of mountain hare numbers. Intense and 
sustained culling of mountain hares will undoubtedly reduce their numbers, but 
research is needed on the level of culling that can be sustained by mountain hares 
and their likely population responses to culling and climate change. 

The information given in the petition, and represented to the Committee makes good 
use of the available scientific evidence, however we make the comments which 
follow. 

 The petition states that  ‘….all the signs are that the [Mountain Hare] 
population is in long-term decline….’.  

Some, but not all, of the currently published evidence suggests a long-term decline 
in mountain hare numbers. This view is reflected in our contribution to the petition 
briefing produced by ‘SPICE’.  As stated in Onekind’s oral presentation of evidence 
to the Petitions Committee, the evidence of the British Trust for Ornithology’s 
Breeding Bird Survey (Harris et al., 2016), shows an increase in overall mountain 
hare numbers in recent years (Onekind, 2017). Similarly the Game and Wildlife 
Conservancy Trust’s Game Bag Census suggests an increase in hare numbers 
between 2010 and 2014. This was inferred from the higher numbers of animals 
being shot, the interpretation of which is that there were more animals available to be 
shot.  

A definitive assessment of the existence and extent of the reported recent population 
increase, is crucial to ascertaining whether the overall mountain hare population is 
currently below, equal to, or above that recorded by the same methodology in the 
mid-1990s. The significance of this is that the population in the 1990s, is the baseline 
against which comparison is made concerning maintenance of Favourable 
Conservation Status of mountain hares, as required by the EU Habitats Directive 
(1992), enacted by the Conservation (Natural Habitats, &c.) Regulations 1994 (as 
amended).  



 The petition states that ‘[the population is in long term decline] as a 
result of climate change, habitat loss and crucially, persecution’. 

We know of no data that shows an increase in the culling effort on mountain hares in 
recent years. The lack of reporting of culling of mountain hares makes it difficult to 
collect such information. We do however concur with, and collaborated in the 
production of the evidence reported in the petition, noting that the reasons given for 
culling mountain hares in 2006-07 were predominantly associated with tick control 
and to reduce louping-ill virus (a tick-borne disease of red grouse).  

The potential effects of climate change and habitat change on mountain hares are 
not clear. We have hypothesised that the effects of climate change on mountain hare 
populations, might be positive or negative (Iason and Newey, 2016). However, we 
know of no systematically derived evidence that tests these hypotheses.  We 
consider habitat loss, particularly the reduction in habitats that support high densities 
of mountain hares (e.g. managed grouse moorland), in favour of habitats that 
support lower densities (e.g. forests), to be a likely cause of declines in overall 
mountain hare numbers in some areas (Iason and Newey, 2016).  

 The aims of a three year moratorium are unclear to us. We suggest that 
a series of expected outcomes of this period should be articulated. 

Disentangling the impacts of a short-term moratorium on the hunting of mountain 
hare populations would be very challenging. A three year cessation of culling is a 
short period in comparison to the suspected long-term changes in the population of 
mountain hares. It can be hypothesised that a cessation of culling would lead to an 
increase, decrease or no change in local mountain hare numbers, depending upon 
the current phase of the population cycle, and factors such as habitat type and any 
accompanying legal predator control. 

We have proposed elsewhere (Newey et al., 2016; Newey and Iason, 2016), that to 
assess and understand the effects of management activities on mountain hare 
populations, a differentiation between types of population management would be 
helpful. ‘Traditional management’ of mountain hares, under which they are killed 
privately or commercially, for recreation or local population control, is distinct from 
the ‘culling’ of mountain hares. The aims of culling are to reduce a mountain hare 
population to very low numbers, potentially over large areas of land. Although we 
acknowledge that the distinction is not absolute, we would expect a priori the impact 
of traditional management to be less than that of large scale culling, due to the 
usually smaller areas involved and smaller numbers of animals killed. 

The longer term impacts of killing mountain hares on their populations and 
conservation status is not well understood. However, mountain hares have high 
fecundity, with females producing approximately six offspring per year (Flux, 1970). 
There is some limited evidence that their populations in Scotland may respond to 
moderate reductions in density by a counteracting, increased rate of survival of 
juveniles, and that the population would be robust with an annual cull of 25% to 40% 
(Harrison, 2011; Knipe et al., 2013). 

 We concur with the petition’s statement that mountain hares are 
relatively little studied, particularly in relation to the aspects of their 
population biology relevant to their population management.  



We suggest that if any cessation or restriction of culling of mountain hares is 
imposed or agreed then, in order to derive maximum scientific benefit to inform 
future management of the species, it should be accompanied by a proper, 
systematic monitoring programme and scientifically controlled studies. In these 
studies, the effects of continued culling should be measured for comparison across a 
range of population densities.   

 The transcript and televised session of the committee meeting on 14th 
September 2017 suggest that the committee might benefit from the 
following two points of clarification: 

1) Mountain hares have a wide global distribution, across a range of habitats in 
alpine, boreal and sub-arctic regions of the northern hemisphere/western 
Palaearctic. In the British Isles they are associated with habitats ranging from 
lowland grassland through to upland dwarf shrub habitats, and mountainous regions. 
The populations in the boreal forest and subarctic areas usually exist at a 
considerably lower density than the tens to hundreds of individuals per square 
kilometre, that can occur on grouse moors in Scotland where habitat and predation 
are managed.  

2) There is no good evidence that mountain hares transmit Lyme disease, especially 
not in the presence of other transmission hosts (e.g. sheep, game birds, rodents). 
For louping-ill virus of red grouse, studies have concluded that mountain hares have 
no convincing role to play except under the unusual circumstances of the absence or 
near absence of the other upland tick and louping-ill virus hosts (e.g. sheep, game 
birds, deer and rodents).  
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